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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this paper is to set out a structured approach to define the concepts, terminology and notations involved in the description of choreography in a computer animation sequence. Here the meaning of the word choreography should not be taken as in dance terminology, since we are using the word as a way to describe ongoing dynamic processes in a scene. This approach has been designed both for script based and interactive computer animation systems. A new way to describe the analogy with the real world of director and actors is presented. Formal notations of the same concepts are described. The relationship between the director and the actors is accomplished through the use of global and local lists of events. A structured example as part of a theoretical scripted system is described in PASCAL. The techniques used to describe choreography are completely independent from the display software. This is why we have emphasized our work in motion specification rather than in the quality of the final image.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, computer animation has become one of the most important branches of computer graphics. This technique can provide incredible, dazzling effects for the advertising or entertainment industry. However, even if there is a number of animation languages or interactive systems available on the market, there is no accepted standard method used to describe choreography. Here motion choreography has a more general meaning than in dance terminology; it can be defined as a way of describing ongoing dynamic processes in a scene. It is not restricted to human movements: motion specification of a cube, a bird or a flying saucer can be part of the same choreography. Terminology and notations involved in the description of computer animation choreography are presented in this paper. The author has designed this proposal during the making of Dream Flight [1,2,3], a story-telling short-subject completely done in 3D computer animation. The proposal was developed both for script based (e.g. language-driven systems) and interactive 3D computer animation systems. It is independent from the base language of a scripted system. Also, the techniques used to describe choreography are completely independent from the display software. This is why we have emphasized our work in motion specification rather than in the quality of the final image. An analogy with the real world of motion pictures is described. The concepts of director, and actors are presented in computational notations. The relationship between the director and the actors is accomplished through the use of global and local lists of events. The director keeps the global list of events for himself, while each actor has his own local list of events.

THE DIRECTOR

In the real world, the director may direct any number of actors in the performance, of course with sometimes more than one at the same moment. Conceptually speaking, the director keeps a list of all the actors involved in the performance. This list is called the global list of events (the GLE). For each actor, the GLE provides the time of his start (actor's birth) and the length of his play (actor's life). Then, adding the actor's life to his birth provides the time of his death. Fig. 1 shows an example of a GLE.

It is evident that in real life there is no such formal list kept by the director. However, since accuracy is necessary in computer animation, the GLE is perfect to create the analogy between real and computer-generated environment. The same GLE is presented in a schematic way in fig. 2.
Each time a new frame is generated, the director activates all the technicians that are involved in the play (light technician, cameraman, and so on). The notion of activating a technician means setting out parameters depending on the frame number, such as the light and eye positions, that will later be used by the display software. It will not be discussed further in this paper. After, the director scans the GLE. If an actor is alive at the current moment, the director activates his body. This is the only message sent to actors besides the end. In fact, in real life, on the day of the performance, the director sends only two messages (or cues) to each performer: the starting and the stopping cues. The rest of the time, each actor is on his own. He knows exactly what he has to do and when to do it, without any intervention from the director. The concept of actor will be explained in the next section. In real life, activating the actor's body simply means that the body is on stage and (partially or not) visible to the audience. In the computational process, it means that the body is catalogued in a specific file that will later be treated by the display software once the GLE has been completely scanned. Let us give a formal interpretation of a director using a loop (called the director's loop):

```
while (performance not over) do
  1° Activate the technicians
  2° Scan the GLE, and activate the actors that are alive at this moment
```
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The concept of computerized actor was first introduced by Carl Hewitt [4,5], and used in the description of the ASAS language developed by Craig Reynolds at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [6,7]. This concept suggests an analogy with a theatrical performer. Let us present more formally this concept in computational notations, keeping the real world analogy. The style of notation in this section was inspired by the paper of Mudur and Singh [8]. Here, the notations are extended to the actor's concept. An actor is

```
3° Show each body of the active actors (* display software *)
4° Interface with the output (physical camera, film recorder)
5° Update the moment value
end
```

THE ACTORS

In real life, once the director has sent the starting cue, the actor knows exactly what he has to do without any intervention. He then activates his own chronometer (at least conceptually), so that each of his future moves will depend on the time he started, and not on that of the whole performance. An actor is divided into two parts: his mind and his body. Once he is on his own, the actor's mind dictates the moves his body must do, and the audience will only see the result from that process: the new position of the body. The situation is similar with computer animation.

The concept of computerized actor was first introduced by Carl Hewitt [4,5], and used in the description of the ASAS language developed by Craig Reynolds at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [6,7]. This concept suggests an analogy with a theatrical performer. Let us present more formally this concept in computational notations, keeping the real world analogy. The style of notation in this section was inspired by the paper of Mudur and Singh [8]. Here, the notations are extended to the actor's concept. An actor is
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an Independent element (it could be a procedure in a scripted system) responsible for a set of 3D models in a sequence. These 3D models may suggest the actor's body.

**Notation**: The actor's body B is a set of 3D models $M_1, ..., M_n$ logically dependent but not necessarily physically dependent. Most of the times in this paper, we will refer to B as being only one M. In a computer-generated environment, B can be any dynamic 3D model, and is not restricted to models simulating human beings.

The actor's body transformation from frame to frame is called a B-transformation (B for body). A B-transformation is expressed as a set of mathematical functions. These will be referred to as the alter-body functions (Mudur and Singh use the term alter-image, which suggest a 2-D world). These alter-body functions should be compared to the actor's mind since it is them that dictate the moves the body must do. Some interesting research has been done to include time explicitly as a fourth dimension [9]. In order to keep the analogy with the real world (mind/body via transformation/model), we will avoid taking this path.

**Notation**: Let $S$ be the set of alter-body functions $F_1, ..., F_n$ applied to B. Then $(S.B)^n$ represents the result of dividing $S$ into $n$ parts ($n$ frames) and to apply each "smaller" $S$ to the body B in order to obtain the desired transformation. We assume a B-transformation to be characterized by its $S$:

$$(S.B)^n = (F_n.F_{n-1}...F_2.F_1.B)^n = (F_n.(F_{n-1}.(...F_2.(F_1.B)...)...))^n$$

For example, a simultaneous scaling $(F_1)$ and translation $(F_2)$ of $n=96$ frames on B can be expressed as $(S.B)^{96} = (F_2.(F_1.B))^{96}$ (see fig. 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute clock</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actor's chronometer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B before</th>
<th>B after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

where $S: F_1$: Scaling

$F_2$: Translation

Fig. 3

In a B-transformation, the same $S$ is applied to B, regardless of the frame number (in other words, each F must be a continuous function defined the same way). But in real life, an actor rarely uses the same set $S$ of moves in a whole performance. For example, an actor walks to a table in 5 seconds, then the "result" (which is the body $B'$ after applying the set $S$ of "walking alter-body functions" to the initial body $B$ in $n=120$ frames) takes a glass of water in 3 seconds. In the actor's computational process, it is possible to apply successively (in time) a series of B-transformations, which will be referred to as the local list of events (the LLE).

**Notation**: Let $t$ be the number of B-transformations applied to B. Let $n_j$ be the length in frames of the $j$th B-transformation. Let $S_j$ be the set of alter-body functions of the $j$th B-transformation. We shall adopt this notation to represent the life of an actor $A$:

$$B_t = (S_t.S_{t-1}...(S_j...S_2...S_1.B_0))^{n_t}$$

where $\sum_{j=1}^{n_t} n_j = \text{length of actor's life in frames}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>$n_1$</th>
<th>$n_2$</th>
<th>$n_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-trans</td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>$S_t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_0$</td>
<td>$B_1$</td>
<td>$B_2$</td>
<td>$B_{t-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 LLE

Fig. 4 shows a schematic presentation. One can see that $B_0$ is the actor's body at his birth and $B_t$ the body at his death. Only the elements to which a B-transformation can be applied can move independently. Since many independent elements can be part of an actor's body B, it is possible to apply a transformation only to certain points of B.

An animator can add as many alter-body functions as needed to any existing B-transformation. What happens then if he wants an alter-body function to start in the middle of a B-transformation and to finish in the middle of another one? A natural solution would be to add a comparison test on the frame number within the B-transformation. The new alter-body function $F$ would be executed only if the current frame number is greater than the middle value of the B-transformation. This is not possible because of the definition of a B-transformation (recall that each $F$ must be a continuous function defined the same way, regardless of the frame number). This fact introduces the notion of parallel LLEs. It forces the animator to build a new LLE parallel to the existing LLE.
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Notation: Let $I$ be the number of LLE applied to $B$.
Let $t_j$ be the number of B-transformations of the $j$th LLE.
Let $n_{ij}$ be the length in frames of the $j$th B-transformation of the $i$th LLE.
Let $S_{ij}$ be the set of alter-body functions of the $j$th B-transformation of the $i$th LLE.

![Diagram of Actor's chronometer]

A schematic presentation is shown in fig. 5. The length of actor's life in frames is not any more dependent on the length of a single LLE. The animator can create as many LLEs as necessary. However, he should be careful since the order in which the LLEs are executed on a $B$ is important if they do not commute. Usually, a maximum of two LLEs is sufficient (as in *Dream Flight*).

To clarify explanations, all the transformations involved in the future examples are standard graphic transformations. However, one must understand that the same concepts are valid with any transformation written by the animator. Let us give an example:

\[ \text{LLE}_1 \rightarrow S_{11}: F_1 = \text{Scaling/3/its centre} \]
\[ F_2 = \text{Translation/(20,30,-10)} \]
\[ S_{12}: F_1 = \text{Rotation} / 0.5 \text{ rev/origin} \]
\[ S_{13}: F_1 = \text{Stretch)/(4/origin} \]
\[ \text{LLE}_2 \rightarrow S_{21}: F_1 = \text{Interpolation/Bird} \]
\[ F_2 = \text{Scaling/0.5/its centre} \]
\[ F_3 = \text{Rotation} / 2 / 1 \text{ rev/its centre} \]
\[ S_{22}: F_1 = \text{Translation/(40,-30,12)} \]

A actor's body can stop moving for a moment. The B-transformation that handles this time interval is called the identity B-transformation. Formally, this means that given any pairs of frame numbers within that B-transformation, the actor's body topological and geometrical information is absolutely identical. All the prop sets (or decor) are static objects. They could also be considered actors having one global identity B-transformation.

An actor's body can also become invisible for a moment without dying. This is called a null B-transformation. Unlike the identity B-transformation, the body must contain no topological information. It is equivalent to not activating the body. As an example, a static blinking object would be composed of a cycle containing an identity followed by a null B-transformation.

**EXAMPLE DIRECTOR-ACTORS**

In order to make the principles clear, let us show an example of a relationship between a director and an actor. The length of the performance is 960 frames (40 seconds). Let us describe the GLE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Birth Life Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>115 250 TheCube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 150 Juggler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 400 Spiral formation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 shows the GLE.

![Diagram of Actor's chronometer]
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Let us now present in detail the actor A1 'TheCube' by first describing its LLEs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LLE}_1 & \rightarrow S_{11}: F_1 = \text{Translation}(5,5,0) \quad \text{Frame} \quad 0-70 \\
& \quad S_{12}: \text{Identity B-transformation} \quad 70-100 \\
& \quad S_{13}: \text{Null B-transformation} \quad 100-200 \\
& \quad S_{14}: F_2 = \text{RotZ}(-2.25\text{rev/its centre}) \quad 160-250 \\
& \quad F_2 = \text{Translation}((0,0,0))
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LLE}_2 & \rightarrow S_{21}: F_1 = \text{Translation}(42,23,-12) \quad 180-250 \\
& \quad F_1 \quad \text{Director at 365}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. B shows the same LLEs using the schematic presentation. Finally, fig. 9 show the actor's life (without LLE2) using drawings.

**SCRIPT BASED AND INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS**

This approach has been designed both for script based and interactive 3D computer animation systems. However, up to this day, the author believes that scripts are the best way to control 3D computer animation. Of course, unlike in interactive systems, animators have only indirect control over the motion. But this is a minor drawback compared to all the advantages. One of the most important advantage in using such system is its flexibility. The set of available commands is virtually unlimited. The facility of writing new commands is dependent on the base language. With an interactive system, a complex motion requires elaborate and cumbersome use of available commands. Another major advantage is the possibility to create and update a 'digital stockroom'. Animators writing their script can insert any new portion of code in the stockroom.

**Fig. 9**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Absolute clock} & \quad 100 \quad 200 \quad 300 \quad 400 \\
\text{Actor's chronometer} & \quad 0 \quad 50 \quad 100 \quad 150 \quad 200 \quad 250 \\
\text{LLE}_1 & \quad S_{11} \quad S_{12} \quad S_{13} \quad S_{14} \\
\text{LLE}_2 & \quad S_{21} \quad S_{22} \quad S_{23} \quad S_{24} \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( B_4 \) = \( S_{14}, S_{24} \)

**Fig. 8**
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If they think this code is of general use. These portions can be \textit{actors}, \textit{B-transformations}, or any utility function. Later on, anyone can search through the stockroom. An animator may find a portion of code which he would have written otherwise. He may take it as a whole or make minor changes without rewriting the function.

Most of the existing animation languages such as ASAS [6,7] (a LISP extension), or CINEMA-RA [11] (a PASCAL extension) can follow our approach. However, since these languages are usually not widely distributed, any high-level common language can follow this proposal. Moreover, it is not necessary for the base language to provide a way of programming concurrent events. The notion of parallel processes such as \textit{actors} can be simulated via any common language.

Let us now describe the concepts of \textit{director} and \textit{actors} in a form of a PASCAL program, using an example with two \textit{actors}: "TheCube" and "Bird". Only the \textit{actor} "TheCube" will be described in detail. Its LLEs are exactly the same as in the previous section. The \textit{light technician} and the \textit{cameraman} are mentioned but not described.

\begin{verbatim}
program Script [input, output];
const
  RunTime  =300; (* Length of sequence *)
  StepFrame = 2; (* Test: 2:1 speed ratio *)
  MaxTrans  = 4; (* Max B-trans. for 1 LLE *)
  MaxLLE    = 2; (* Max LLEs for 1 actor *)

type
  Point = record X,Y,Z:real end;
  Model = ...;(* structure of a model: points, edges,...*)
  Actor = record Birth,Life:0..RunTime;
         Event:array [1..MaxLLE,1..MaxBTrans]
                   of record Frame:0..RunTime;
         FirstTime:boolean end;

var TheCube, Bird: Actor;
  CubeModel, CurrentBody: Model;
  Fraction:real;
  CurrentFrame:0..RunTime;

(* External procedures: *)
  Let (var P:Point; X,Y,Z:real 
       Translate ([R:Model; P:Point; var B:Model ] 
       RotateZ ([R:Model; P:Point; R:real; var B:Model]);
       Scale ([R:Model; P:Point; U:real; var B:Model]);
       Activate ([R:Model]);
       RotatePoint ([R:Point; P:Point; R:real; var B:Model]);
       Camera ([Eye,Int:Point; Spin,Zoom:real]);
       ShowActiveBodies;
       TakeOneFrame 
       );

Scene in \textit{Dream Flight}:
- Three alive \textit{actors}: the alien, the stone thrown by the alien into the water, and the waves.
- Five prop sets (or static \textit{actors}): the star field, horizon, pond, trees, and ground stones.
\end{verbatim}
procedure ActiTheCube (RelFrame:integer);
var
 TempPoint : Point;
begin
 with TheCube do
 begin
 if RelFrame <= Event[1,1].Frame then
 begin
 Fraction := RelFrame / Event[1,16].Frame;
 Let(TempPoint, Fraction*6, Fraction*0, 0);
 Translate(CubeModel, TempPoint, CurrentBody)
 end;
 else if RelFrame <= Event[1,2].Frame then
 begin
 if Event[1,2].FirstTime then
 begin
 Event[1,2].FirstTime := false;
 Let(TempPoint, 5, 5, 0);
 Translate(CubeModel, TempPoint, CubeModel)
 end;
 CurrentBody := CubeModel
 end;
 else if RelFrame <= Event[1,3].Frame then
 CurrentBody := Null
 else
 if RelFrame <= Event[1,4].Frame then
 begin
 Fraction := (RelFrame-Event[1,3].Frame)/(Event[1,4].Frame-Event[1,3].Frame);
 Rotate2(CubeModel, Origin, Fraction*0.25, CurrentBody);
 Let(TempPoint, 0, Fraction*5, 0);
 Translate(CubeModel, TempPoint, CurrentBody)
 end;
 end;
 if RelFrame >= Event[2,0].Frame then
 if RelFrame <= Event[2,1].Frame then
 begin
 Fraction := (RelFrame-Event[2,0].Frame)/(Event[2,1].Frame-Event[2,0].Frame);
 Let(TempPoint, Fraction*42, Fraction*23, Fraction*12);
 Translate(CurrentBody, TempPoint, CurrentBody)
 end;
 ActiTheCube(CurrentBody)
 end;
 begin
 with TheCube do
 begin
 Birth := 115;
 Life := 250;
 Event[1,1].Frame := 70;
 Event[2,0].Frame := 250;
 Event[1,2].Frame := 100;
 Event[1,3].Frame := 100;
 end;
 with Bird do ....;
 ...
 (* creation of propsets [static actors] and models *)
 CurrentFrame := 0;
 while CurrentFrame <= RunTime do (* director's loop *)
 begin
 LightTechnician(CurrentFrame); Optional when the actor
 CaseRama(CurrentFrame); knows his death
 if (CurrentFrame >= Birth) and (CurrentFrame <= Birth+Life) then
 ActiTheCube(CurrentFrame-Birth);
 if (CurrentFrame >= Birth) and (CurrentFrame <= Birth+Life) then
 ActiBird(CurrentFrame-Birth);
 ShowActiveBodies; (* Display software *)
 TakeOneFrame; (* Interface with the output *)
 CurrentFrame := CurrentFrame+StepFrame
 end
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It is essential in 3D computer animation to be able to perform quick run-through tests of sequences. Unless the system is nearly real-time, it has to allow verification of sequences without checking each single frame. The way the software of the example is written can be classified as absolute, by opposition to incremental. It permits quick run-through tests, that is, a direct access to any frame number within a D-transformation. This is why we add the variable StepFrame (instead of the value 1) to CurrentFrame in the director’s loop. For example, a sequence with the value 4 assigned to StepFrame will run with a 4:1 speed ratio. If all the actors have only one LLE, then the value of StepFrame must be a positive integer smaller than or equal to the length in frames of the shortest D-transformation of any actor. Otherwise we might "jump" over a D-transformation, creating an false effect. There are more restrictions on StepFrame if some actors have several LLEs.

There is no doubt for the author that the best way to control 3D computer animation choreography in the future will be by using interactive systems. The designers of such system should be aware of animator’s needs such as flexibility. Following our terminology, one should be able to enter interactively a GLE and all the actor’s LLEs. Moreover, the animator should be free to specify any kind of D-transformation. Unfortunately, this point seems to be the most important drawback of existing 3D interactive systems. Usually, the set of available transformations is limited to a standard menu. Any complex transformation can be created only by using a subset of the existing transformations.

CONCLUSION

The author has presented a structured approach on standardization of the concepts, terminology and notation involved in the choreography of a computer animated sequence. This approach is designed both for script-based and interactive 3D computer animation systems. It is independent from the base language for a script based system. It is mostly limited to regular motion. Future research should be made to standardize notations for blending functions creating irregular paths through space (curved interpolation), message passing between actors, and animation of parameters defining the display software (animating the shadow, for example). The computer animation community must look forward to developing a structured, formal and complete standard for any type of computer animation systems and for any motion. Animation is probably the most "esoteric" field of computer graphics. From place to place, computer animators do not speak the same language. A standard would encourage exchange of ideas as well as stimulating verbal or written communication of specific types of choreography.
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